Biology 2110 Honors

Lori Biederman typically offers a standing honors contract for Biology 2110 in the fall semester. Here is the link to the program www.honors.iastate.edu/program/uhp/courses.

Purpose of this course

Biology 2110 explores the vast biodiversity found on Earth. We do this by learning about the different groups of organisms, the process of their origin (their evolution), and how they interact with each other (their ecology). We will localize this learning in this Honors Section by learning about organisms that live on our bodies, in our homes, and in our neighborhoods.

Requirements

1. Upon receipt of paperwork the instructor will add each student to a separate canvas course where materials will be submitted. If you are not entered into the separate canvas course by OCTOBER 1, please contact the instructor.
2. Watch a 1-minute tutorial on exploring iNaturalist data.
3. Submit (via Canvas) 10 unique species observations from iNaturalist.
5. Submit 2 questions or comments for the book discussion.
6. Participate in the discussion of the book Never home Alone on Wednesday, November 20, 2024, at 4:30 pm (location TBD).